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About This Game

Turn-based strategy at its finest
 Greed Corp is an award winning, innovative turn-based strategy game, situated in a rich, fictional world inspired by the

industrial revolutions and their destructive effects on the environment. Find the delicate balance between harvesting the land for
resources and preserving it to stay alive. Will you defend your territory or sacrifice it to keep it out of enemy hands? Manage the

finite available resources to build your army and use the collapsing terrain to your advantage.
 Destroy your enemies, or destroy the very land they stand on, before they do it to you.

Key Features

Innovative land collapsing mechanic, creating intense strategic battles

Earn Achievements and titles, playing as one of four factions in bite-sized matches of around 20 minutes

10+ hours single player campaign consisting of a tutorial and 24 unique maps

Friendly and ranked 2, 3, and 4-player battles spread across 36 unlockable maps

Further customize matches with any combination of local, online, and computer players (three difficulty levels)
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Title: Greed Corp
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Vanguard Games
Publisher:
Vanguard Entertainment Group
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2010

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German
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I do not recommend this game. It was given to me as a gift. It freezes a lot, and when it does work, it's not fun anyways.. Great
game. Some things are literal exact copies from the first game, but all but one ofthe puzzles are new, and they are just as
challenging as the first one. Worth a play if you liked Leaves 1.. No matter how many times I go back to these games, they
never get old. Classics through and through.. Humorous VR game with multiple endings.

I wouldn't really say it's a puzzle game, not when the Ai tells you what to do most of the time, so there's nothing much to really
figure out.

So if you go into it to just enjoy your time in the elevator you'll have fun, but if you expect hard puzzles then try elsewhere.

For some reason It wouldn't let me finish one of the endings with the helmet, I know what yout're supposed to do but it won't do
it on the Rift for me for some reason.

There's 4 episodes, wish there were more as I enjoyed it.. This game isn't bad for being early. Technial game. Look forward to
other races and chapters. Few things I would like to see added.
1. Needs a map of the stars. The coordinates x,y,z for each system makes it hard to get places and get back.
2. Some of the lighting is dark. Real space is dark but itmakes it hard to find things in the game.
3. The jump system is a mash of 2D and 3D and sometimes the HUD shows over the jump thingy.
4. The combat addition is cool but I found it hard to understand the specs on ships and weapons.
Some of the audio is quieter than others. Looking for these updates.. The game needs more work but for the price of \u00a30.95
it's not bad.. Great game :). Loks exactly like a NES game and even plays like one. Can't say how good it is though, have to play
more. I am so bad at it and I didn't even finish the first level. Shame on me, huh?
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Well that was a waste of a few quid! The game is entirely unplayable due to its difficulty setting which I started on "Piece of
cake" the easiest setting. However after being killed 30 times in the first minute it became apparent this setting was super
impossible. You die, restart and die immediately. One hit is enough to end your life. I used to play this loads and have
completed it many times but I never remembered it being this difficult. The devs have ruined a perfectly good game because
unless you like restarting every 2 seconds its unlikely this game will stay in your library. Stick with the original game as that was
playable. This is a joke - not a very funny one at that.. Very good platformer game. Yeah I actually do recommend this game. It
is a light hearted game with a little different twist to it, not complicated. The AI will trick you--a lot. Which makes it all that
more fun when you beat them.

Not a stressful game.. Communication based puzzle solver.
Basically free to play version of Keep talking and nobody explodes.
Nice :). I played the originals over on Kongregate and I was thrilled when Cursed Treasure 2 appeared on Steam. The only
reason this thing isn't more widely considered a gaming classic is because the torrent of lesser games smothers gems like these.
Highly reccomended, very charming, very polished and loads of fun! If you've got to play one tower defense game in your life,
this is the one.. needs setup files like assetto corsa tobe added so we can edit are cars like on tht game i love both the games but i
relly learnt my leasson with car x i\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off a dev n imm sryy ... i can drift in
assetto now ow n i just bort ya new dllc n i dnt even have the game installed anymore if just one person would come n ask me
why i left i may of gone back but thy didnt :(
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